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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and S a unitary overring of R. 
We say that R has property C with respect to (w.r.t.) S if each ideal of R is the 
contraction of an ideal of S. Also R is said to have property & w.r.t. S, where 
k is a positive integer, if each system of k linear equations over R which is solvable 
over S is also solvable over R. Clearly property C and t1 are equivalent. If R 
has property .& w.r.t. S for every k > 0, then we say that R is pure in S; 
according to the terminology of Cohn such a ring R is a pure submodule of the 
R-module S [5, 71. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate these properties for linearly 
topological rings, especially Zariski rings, Gelfand rings [6], topologically 
Artinian rings [I], rings with Artin-Rees topologies [2], and linearly compact 
rings [3]. 
We begin the investigation by restating the definition of property & as that 
a ring R has property & w.r.t. an overring S if for every finitely generated 
submodule F of the R-module Rk, Fe” = FS n Rk = F. Let R be any topo- 
logical ring; we call the following statement condition (a): every finitely generated 
submodule of each R-module Rk, k > 0, is closed for the product topology. 
Now let (R, q,J be a separated filtered ring such that the (q,J-topology is an 
Artin-Rees topology. We prove that R is pure in the completion R of R if, and 
only if, R satisfies condition (a). 
Next let R and S, where R C S, be Hausdorff topological rings which have 
bases Q and Q = {qnS; qn E Q} of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of ideals, 
respectively. We prove that if R satisfies condition (a) then R is pure in S if, 
and only if, qz = qn and R/qn is pure in S/q,$ for every qn E Q. Furthermore, 
we prove that if R satisfies condition (0~) then whenever R is pure in S, R is pure 
in the completion S of S. 
In view of the fact that condition (a) plays an important role in this article, 
we also study various examples of topological rings which satisfy the condition. 
Applying the above stated theorems to such rings, as well as polynomial rings 
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and power series rings, we obtain many results. For example, we have, among 
others, 
(i) Let R be a Noetherian-Gelfand ring with a separated filtration 
{qn}Eo and let m = rad(R). If the (q,J-topology is stronger than the m-adic 
topology, then R is pure in the completion R of R for the (q&topology. 
(ii) Let R be a HausdorfI topologically Artinian ring or a Zariski ring and 
let S be an overring of R as described above. If R is pure in S, then so is R in S. 
(iii) If R is a linearly compact ring which is pure in an overring S, then 
R[[x&, is pure in S[[X&~, for every nonempty set I. 
Every ring in this article is a commutative ring with identity. We write 
(R, q,J to denote a filtered ring R with a filtration (qn}~c=o such that qO = R. 
Following the definition and notation in [3, Exercise 22, p. 1121, we agree to 
identify power series rings R[[xi]liEr with the rings RN”’ for any 1. 
1. PURITY OF R IN a AND CONDITION (a) 
We begin by generalizing the notion of property C of rings to modules. 
DEFINITION 1. Let S be an overring of a ring R. Let N and M, where 
NC M, be an R-module and an S-module, respectively. N is said to have 
property C w.r.t. M if every submodule F of the R-module N is the contraction 
of a submodule of the S-module M; that is, Fee = FS n N’= F, where 
I 
k 
FS = c eisi ;ei E F, si E S, k is a positive integer 
64 
We remark that an R-module N has property C w.r.t. an S-module if, and 
only if, any linear equation over N which is solvable over S is also solvable 
over R. 
Since every system of k linear equations Cy=, aijxi = a, , 1 < i < k, over R 
can be written as a linear equation Cj”=, (ali , uai ,..., a & = (al , ua ,..., uJ
over the R-module Rk, the following proposition follows from the previous 
remark: 
PROPOSITION 1. A ring R has property & w.r.t. an over-ring S if, and only if, 
tke R-module R” kas property C w.r.t. the S-module Sk. 
Let R be a topological ring with a basis Q of neighborhoods of 0 consisting 
of ideals and let M be an R-module equipped with the Q-topology. We say 
that M and its submodule N satisfy the weak Artin-Rees property if for each 
qk E Q there exists a qn E Q such that q,M n NC qfl, namely, if the Q-topology 
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of N is equivalent o the topology induced on N by the Q-topology of M. Here 
we are concerned with R-modules M which fulfill the following condition: 
(P) M and every finitely generated submodule N of M satisfy the weak 
Artin-Rees property. 
DEFINITION 2, A linear topology of a ring R is called an Artin-Rees topology 
if every finitely presented R-module M satisfies condition (P) (cf. [2]). 
PROPOSITION 2 [2, Proposition 5, p. 12101. Let R be a ring equipped with a 
linear topology T. If R is coherent, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is an Artin-Rees topology. (2) The R-module R satisfies condition (P). 
Clearly every ideal-adic topology of a Noetherian ring is an Artin-Rees 
topology. 
THEOREM 1. Let (R, qn) be a filtered ring with a separated filtration (qn}z=,, . 
(1) Assume that the R-module R satis$es condition (P). Then R has property C 
w.r.t. the completion R if, and only if, every Jinitely generated ideal of R is closed. 
(2) Assume that the (q,)-topology ofR is an Artin-Rees topology, Then R has 
property & w.r.t. R if, and only zf, every finitely generated submodule of the R- 
module Rk is closed for the product topology. 
Proof. We only prove (2) since (I) can be proved in a similar manner. 
Clearly the filtration {qnRk}zEo induces the product topology of the R-module 
Rk. Since the (q&topology of R is an Artin-Rees topology and Rk is a finitely 
presented R-module, Rk satisfies condition (P). Hence, if F is a finitely generated 
submodule of Rk, which is equipped with the topology induced by the filtration 
{qJ%, , then F is a subspace of A k. Accordingly, the completion FR of F is 
the closure of F in the Hausdorff space Rk, whence Fe0 = FR n Rk is the closure 
of F in Rk. Thus F = Fe” if, and only if, F is closed. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a Noetherian ring equipped with a Hausdorff ideal-ad& 
topology. Then R has property fk w.r.t. the completion R for my k > 0 ;f and 
only if, R is a Zariski ring. 
DEFINITION 3. A topological ring R is said to satisfy condition (cx) if every 
finitely generated submodule of each R-module R”, k > 0, is closed for the 
product topology. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (R, q,J be a separated f&red ring such that the (q& 
topology is an Artin-Rees topology. Then R is pure in R if, and only if, R satisfies 
condition (a). 
DEFINITION 4. Let R be a ring equipped with a linear topology. (1) R is 
said to be topologically Artinian if there exists a basis of neighborhoods of 0 
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consisting of ideals of finite length [2]. (2) R is called a Gelfand ring if its 
Jacobson radical is open [6]. 
A topologically Artinian ring which is a Hausdorff complete space is strictly 
linearly compact [3, Exercise 19, p. 1 lo]. Clearly every Zariski ring is a Gelfand 
ring. Note that a filtered ring R is a Gelfand ring if, and only if, every maximal 
ideal of R is closed (resp. open) (cf. [6, Proposition 3.2, p. 46, and the remark 
following the proof of [6, Proposition 3.21). 
THEOREM 1’. Let R be a ring which is topologically Artinian for a Hausdorff 
topology T. If the R-module R sati@es condition (P) (resp. T is an Artin-Rees 
topology), then the conclusion of (1) (resp. (2)) of Theorem 1 holds. 
Proof. Refer to the proof of Theorem 1 and apply [l, Proposition 3(iii), 
p. 11141. 
LEMMA 1 [2, Proposition 7, p. 121 I]. Let R be a topologically Artinian ring. 
The Hausdorff completion R of R is a flat R-module if, and only if, the topology 
of R is an Artin-Rees topology. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a ring which is topologically Artinian for a Hausdor- 
Artin-Rees topology T. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a faithful&jut R-module. 
(2) R is pure in I?. 
(3) R has property C w.r.t. 8. 
(4) Every finitely generated ideal of R is closed. 
(5) Every maximal ideal of R is open. 
(6) R satisfies condition (a). 
Proof. Applying Lemma 1 and Theorem l’, we can see that (6) 9 (2) o 
(1) 9 (3) 9 (4). Finally, (1) 9 (5) f 0 11 ows from [l, Proposition 5, p. 11151. 
COROLLARY. R and T being as in Theorem 2, assume that T is induced by a 
Fltration {qn},m,O of R. Then the statements (l)-(6) listed in Theorem 2 are equivalent 
to (7) (R, qn) is a Gelfand ring. 
Proof. (5) - (7) follows from the remark following Definition 4. 
Condition (a) plays an important role in this article, hence we consider 
examples of rings satisfying the condition. 
Examples of Rings Which Satisfy Condition (a) 
EXAMPLE 1. A NoetherianJiltered G lfarad ring (R, q,,) with rad(R) = m such 
that the (q,,)-topology is stronger than the m-adic topology; in particular R is a 
Zarishi ring. 
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Proof. It is well known that every Zariski ring satisfies condition (cY), hence 
so does the filtered ring (R, m”). Since the (qn)-topology is stronger than the 
m-adic topology, the filtered ring (R, qn) satisfies condition (a). 
EXAMPLE 2. A linearly compact ring [3, Exercise 15, p. 1081. 
Proof. Let R be a linearly compact ring, then Rk is a linearly compact 
R-module for every K > 0 by [3, Exercise 15(d), p. 1081. Every cyclic submodule 
aR, a E R”, of Rk is closed since it is the image of the linearly compact R-module 
R under the continuous R-homomorphism 7: R -+ Rk such that 7(r) = ar for 
every r E R. Thus every finitely generated submodule of Rk is closed for each 
K > 0 due to [3, Exercise 16(a) and (b), p. 1091. 
EXAMPLE 3. A complete jltered ring (R, qn) for the (q&topology which is a 
Hausdorff Artin-Rees topology. 
Proof. Take R = i? in (2) of Theorem I, or use the well-known topological 
fact that a complete subspace of Hausdorff space is closed for the Hausdorff 
topology. 
EXAMPLE 4. A topologically Artinian ring R for a Hausdorff Artin-Rees 
topology T which satisjes any one of the conditions (l)-(5) listed in Theorem 2. 
The following is such a ring: a Noetherian ring equipped with a Hausdorff topology 
which is defined by a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting ofjnite products of 
powers of maximal ideals (cf. [l , p. 11151). 
2. PURITY OF TOPOLOGICAL RINGS IN OVERRINGS 
In the following Proposition 3 and its corollary, topologies of rings may not 
be linear. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a topological ring and let R be a topological subring 
of S. If S satisfies condition (a) then R is pure in S if, and only af, R satisjes condi- 
tion (CC). 
Proof. Let F be a finitely generated submodule of the R-module Rk for any 
k > 0. Since S satisfies condition (a~), Fe = FS is closed for the product 
topology of the S-module Sk. It follows that Fe6 = FS n Rk is closed for the 
product topology of Rk due to the fact that R is a subspace of S. Thus Fee = F 
if, and only if, F is closed. Accordingly, R is pure in S if, and only if, R satisfies 
condition (a). 
COROLLARY. Let R be a HausdorJf topological ring such that R satisfies condi- 
tion (a). Then R is pure in R if, and only if, R satisfies condition (a). 
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Now let R be a topological ring with a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting 
of ideals q,, and let S be an overring of R. If R has property Qr w.r.t. S for any 
k > 0, then evidently we have (i) q,S n R = qn and (ii) R/q,, has property & 
w.r.t. SIq+S for every qn . We remark that the converse is not true in general 
(cf. [3, Exercise 14(b), p. 1191). Th e next Theorem 3, which is related to the 
above statements (i) and (ii), is the fundamental result for Sections 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a topological ring with a basis Q of neighborhoods of 0 
consisting of ideals qn and S an overring of R. Let the R-module Rk be equipped 
with the product topology for any k > 0. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) For every Jinitely generated submodule F of Rk, Fe0 = FS n Rk C F, 
the closure of F in Rk, 
(2) Eec = E for every open submodule E of Rk, 
(3) q,S n R = qn and the ring R/q% has property II, w.r.t. the ring SIq,S 
for every qn E Q, 
(3’) q,J n R = qn and the R/q,-module RklqWk has property C w.r.t. the 
S/q,S-module SklqnkS for every qn E Q. 
Proof. Evidently (3) o (3’) by Proposition 1. 
(1) =+ (2): Let E be an open submodule of Rk and let x E Eee = ES n Rk, 
then there exists a finitely generated submodule F of E such that x E FS n Rk CF 
by (1). Hence, x EF C E = E so that Eec = E. 
(2) a (3’): Let r = C:=, nisi E q,S n R, where 01~ ,..., at E qn , s1 ,..., stE S, 
and r E R, and let x be an element of Rk such that x = (r, I,..., r). Then x = 
CL (% 9 % ,..., 4% > so x E qnkS n Rk = qnk by (2); therefore, Y E qn so that 
q$ n R = qn for every q,, . To prove the second assertion of (3’), let F be a 
finitely generated submodule of the R/q,-module Rklqnk. Then F = EIqnk for 
some open submodule E of Rk containing 4%“. Since EEc = ES n Rk = E by (2), 
FeG = (E/q,k)ec = (EIq,k)(S/q,J) n Rklqnk = Elqnk = F for every qn . 
(3’) z- (1): We use an overbar to denote residue classes in factor rings R/q% 
(resp. SIqnS) and in factor modules Rklq,” over R/q, . Let F be a submodule 
of Rk generated by {a,, a, ,,.., at} and let xi=, aisi = a E FS n Rk, where 
a E Rk and each si E S. Then {s, , S, ,..., s,} C S/q,$’ is a solution of the linear 
equation C:=, aixi = a over the R/q,-module R”/q,“. By (3’), there exist 
r1 , r2 ,..., rt E R such that &, &T~ = &. Hence a - & airi E qnk; namely, 
a EF + qnk for every qn so that a E np,Eo (F + qnk) = F and F*c CF. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. R and S being as in Theorem 3, assume that R satisfies con- 
dition (a). Then R is pure in S af, and only if, q,$’ n R = q,, and R/qn is pure in 
SIqnS for every qn E Q- 
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COROLLARY 2. Let (R, qn) be a separated filtered ring such that each qn is a 
finitely generated ideal of R. If R satisjes condition (oI), then R is pure in R. 
Proof. For each 12, let d,, be the closure of qn in 8. Then {(in}z=s forms a 
basis of neighborhoods of 0 in R, and & = q,$ for each n by [3, Proposition 16, 
p. 511 since q,, is a finitely generated ideal. Moreover, R/q,, z R/q,R so that 
q,i? n R = qn and R/qn is pure in R/q,i? for every n. Thus R is pure in R by 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 3. R and S being as in Theorem 3, assume that R and S satisfy 
the equivalent conditions listed in Theorem 3 for It = 1 and that R is a Gelfand 
ring. Then the following statements are equivalent: (i) S is a fiat R-module. (ii) S
is a faithfully flat R-module. 
Proof. The corollary follows from the fact that f”” = J for every maximal 
ideal J of the Gelfand ring R. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (R, q,J be a separated$ltered Gelfand ring. 
(1) Assume that R is a Noetherian ring with rad(R) = m. If the (q,J- 
topology is stronger than the m-adic topology, then R is pure in the completion R
of R for the (qn)-topology. 
(2) If each qn is a finitely generated ideal, in particular if R is Noetherian, 
then the following statements are equivalent: (i) R is a flat R-module. (ii) R is a 
faithfully f7at R-module (cf. [6, Proposition 5.4, p. 511). 
Proof. To prove (1) we apply Example 1 of Section 1 and Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 3. Statement (2) follows from Corollary 3 to Theorem 3. 
Let (R, 4%) and (S, q,J), where R C S, be two filtered rings such that q,,S n 
R = qn for every n. Then gr,(R) and gr,(S) are modules over gro(R) and gr,(S), 
respectively, such that gro(R) Cgr,,(S) and gr,(R) CgrIE(S) for every n > 0; so 
we may consider property C of the gr,,(R)-module gm(R) w.r.t. the gr,-,(S)-module 
gr,(S) for each n. 
COROLLARY 5. If (R, qn) and (S, q,$), h w ere R C S, are filtered rings which 
satisfy the equivalent conditions listed in Theorem 3 for k = 1, then (1) thegr,(R)- 
module gr,(R) has property C w.r.t. the gr,(S)-module gr,(S) for every n > 0; 
(2) th riw grdR) ' P ts ure in the ring gr,,(S) if each gr,(R) is a $nitely generated 
free module over gro(R) such that dimgr,(R) -+ 00 as n -+ 00, in particular, if
g(R) e gr,(R)[x, x2 ,..., ~1 for any m 3 2. 
Proof. Let B be a finitely generated submodule of the gr,,(R)-module grJR). 
Then B is identical with the ideal B(R/qn+,) of the ring R/q,+, since 6~ = 0 E 
Rlqn+l for every 6~ B and P E ql/qn+I; similarly the submodule B&r,(S)) of 
gr,(S) generated by B over gro(S) is identical with the ideal B(S/q,+,S) of the 
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ring S/q,,,,S. By hypothesis, the ring R/q,+, has property C w.r.t. the ring 
S/q,+lS; therefore, B@,,(S)) n grP1(R) C B(S/qn+lS) n R/q,+, = B so that 
Bet = B&Y,,(S)) ngr,(R) = B f or every it. This proves (l), and (2) is an 
immediate consequence of (1) and Proposition 1. Note that if p,(R) is a finitely 
generated free module over gr,,(R), then gm(S) is a finitely generated free 
module over gr,(S) such that dimgr,(R) = dimgr,(S); for, p,(S) is generated 
by gr,(R) over gyds) and gr,(R) C gr&9- 
It is well known that a ring R is pure in an overring S if R[x, , x2 ,..., x~] has 
property C w.r.t. S[x, , x, ,..., x,,J for every positive integer m. Similarly the 
Lemma of [5] asserts that R is pure in S, if IS[[x, , x2 ,..., x ]] n R[[x, , x, ,..., xm]] 
Cl = (‘)&,I + (x1 , x2 ,..., x )~ R[[x, , x, ,..., xrn]] for each ideal I of R[[x, , 
x-2 ,..-> xm]] and for each m > 0. As we shall see in the following Theorem 4, 
Corollary 5 to Theorem 3 is useful for improving the above two statements 
simultaneously. Recall that gr(R[x, , x2 ,..., x ]) s gr(R[[x, x, ,..., xm]]) E 
Rh , x2 ,...> xm] for every m, where the filtrations of R[x, ,..., x J and 
R[h,..., x,]] are {(x1,..., x,)n R[xl,..., GJ>~~~ and {(x1,..., x,)” R[[x,,..., xmllI~~‘=o 
respectively. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be an overring of a ring R. Let R* = R[x, , xz] (resp. 
R* = R[[x, , xJ]), S* = S[x, , x2] (resp. S* = S[[x, , xz]]), and X = (x1, xz)R*. 
Then R is pure in S if any of the following conditions i satis$ed: 
(1) R* has property C w.r.t. S*, 
(2) For each Jinitely generated ideal I of R*, PC = IS* n R* C f = 
nzl I + X”, 
(3) R*IX* bus property C w.r.t. S*IXQ’* for every n > 0, 
(4) J”” = Jfor each ideal J of R* which is open for the X-adic topology. 
Note that, in view of Theorem 3, conditions (2), (3), and (4) are equivalent; 
each of them is weaker than (l), more precisely, (1) implies (2) (3), and (4), 
respectively. 
3. PURITY OF l? IN 2? 
Let (R, , f&, be an inverse system of topological rings Ri . For each positive 
integer K let f$ , i < j, be a mapping of Rjk to R$ such that f tj(rl , Y, ,..., rk) = 
(fij(yl),fij(~&***,fij(yk)) for every (fl , rz ,..., rk) in Rjk* Then (fh ,fij) is a 
dimorphism of the Rj-module Rik to the R,-module Rik (cf. [4, p. 131]), and 
(&‘, f b>,, is an inverse system of the Ri-modules Rik equipped with the 
product topologies; the inverse limit lim, A,” is a module over the ring R = 
lim, R, which is isomorphic to the R-module Rk equipped with the product 
topology. For each canonical homomorphism fi: R -+ R, , let fik be the canonical 
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homomorphism of the R-module R” to the l&-module R,“; it is defined in a 
manner similar to that above for f& . Note that (fi”, fi) is also a dimorphism of 
Rk to Rik for every i. 
LEMMA 2. Let (Ri 9 fij)ier and (Si , gij)i,r , where Ri C Si for every i and 
fij = gij 1 R3 if i < j, be two inverse systems of topological rings R, and Si; put 
lim, Ri = R and lim, Si = S. If Ri has property fk w.r.t. Si for every i, then 
for each Jinitely generated submodule F of the R-module Rk we have that Fe= = 
FS n Rk C F, th-e closure of F in Rk for the product topology. 
Proof. Let gi (resp. fi) be the canonical homomorphism of S to Si (resp. R 
to Ri) and gik (resp. fik) the canonical homomorphism of the S-module Sk to 
Sik (resp. Rk to Rik). Then (gak, gi) is a dimorphism of the S-module Sk to the 
&-module SK” and fik = gik / Rk for every i. Let F be a submodule of the 
R-module Rk generated by rI , r2 ,..., rt E Rk and let r = cf=, r,s, EFS n Rk, 
where r E Rk and s, E S for each 01. Then fik(r) = g,“(r) = gik(& r& = 
Ci-1 gi”(ra) gi(sJ = Ca=l fik(rB)gi(s,) E fi”(F)Si n Rik = fi”(F), since Ri has 
property tk w.r.t. Si; so r = lim, fik(r) E lim,fik(F) = p. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R and S, where R C S, be Hausdorfl topological rings 
with bases Q and 8” = {q,,S; qn E Q} of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of ideals, 
respectively. Let q,, be the closure of qn. in the completion R of R for each qn E Q 
and let S be the completion of S. Furthermore, let the R-module Rk be equipped 
with the product topology for each k > 0. If R and S satisfy the equivalent conditions 
listed in Theorem 3 for some k, then R and S satisfy the following equivalent condi- 
tions :
(1) For every $nitely generated submodule F of Rk, FeC = FS n ak CP, 
the closure of F, 
(2) EeC = Efor every open submodule E of Rk, 
(3) q,S n R = 4, and the ring RI& has property ek w.r.t. the ring S/&S 
fm f?fJflY !$l? 
(3’) q,$ n R = q,, and the R/&,-module Rk/qnk has property C w.r.t. the 
.!?@&nodule Sk/qnkS for every qn . 
Proof. We can see immediately that statements (1)-(3’) are equivalent by 
applying Theorem 3 to the ring 8, which. has {&n; qn E Q} as a basis of neighbor- 
hoods of 0, and the overring S. On the other hand, applying Lemma 2 to two 
inverse systems of rings {R/q,J with lim, R/qn = I? and {S/qns) with lim, SIq,S 
= S, we can easily verify that statement (1) holds. Hence, I? and S satisfy the 
equivalent conditions (1)-(3’). 
Theorem 5 which follows is a consequence of Proposition 4. 
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THEOREM 5. Let R and S, where R C S, be Hausdorff topological rings with 
bases Q and Q = (q,$; q,, E Q} of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of ideals, 
respectively. 
(1) Assume that R satisfies condition (a); if R is pure in S, then I? is pure 
in S. 
(2) Assume that R is pure in R; if R is pure in S, then R is pure in S. 
(3) Assume that both R and i? satisfy condition (a); then R is pure in S if, 
and only ;f, R is pure in S. 
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are easy to see (cf. [7, Rule 2, p. 7521). (3) can 
be proved by applying (1) and (2) b a ove and the corollary toProposition 3.
COROLLARY 1. R and S being as in Theorem 5, assume that R is topologically 
Artinian. IfR is pure in S, then so is R in S. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5(l) and Example 2 of Section 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (R, qJ and (S, q,$), where R C S, be separated f&red 
rings and let m = rad(R). Assume: (i) (R, qn) is a Gelfand ring for the (qn)- 
topology which is stronger than the m-adic topology and (ii) R and the completion R 
of (R, qn) are Noetherian. Then R is pure in S if and only if, R is pure in S. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5(3) and Example 1 of Section 1. Note that the 
(q,R)-topology isstronger than the m*-adic topology in 8, where m* = rad(R), 
for ml? C m*. 
COROLLARY 3. Let (R, q,J and (S, q,+S), where R C S, be separated filtered 
rings uch that the topology of R is an Artin-Rees topology. IfR is pure in S, then 
R is pure in S. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5(l) and Example 3 of Section 1. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (R, mlt) be a NoetherianFltered ing for an ideal m and let 
(S, m”S) be a filtered overring of R, where both filtrations are separated. If R is 
pure in S, then so is R in S; the converse is also true if R is a Zarishi ring for m. 
COROLLARY 5 (cf. [5, Theorem 21). Let R be a subring of S such that either R 
OY S is a Noetherian ring. If R is pure in S, then R[[x, , x2 ,..., x ,J] is pure in 
S[[x, 9 x2 ,.-*, x,]] for every m > 0. 
COROLLARY 6. Let R and S, where R C S, be a pair of rings such that R[[x&r 
is pure in S[[xi]lisF forevery finite subset F of an index set I. Then R, = R[[x&~ 
is pure in S, = S[[xi]liEl f RI satisjies condition (E). 
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PYOO~. The corollary is a combined result of Lemma 2 and Proposition 1.
Note that R, (resp. S,) can be identified as the inverse limit lim, R, (resp. lim, S,) 
of rings R, = R[[xJisF (resp. S,). 
4. LINEAR TOPOLOGIES AND PURITY OF R[[x&~ 
In this ection, for the sake of simplicity, power series rings RN”’ = R[[x&, 
are also denoted by R, for any index set I. 
Let R be a topological ring with a basis Q of neighborhoods of0 consisting 
of ideals. Then the set Q* = (&,,,(I) Rca); Rt”) E Q for a finite number of (Y’S 
and Rfa) = R for all other a’s) is a basis of neighborhoods of0 for the product 
topology of RN”’ = RI. Let q E Q, n EN, and F a finite subset of I. We define 
B(q, n, F) to be a subset nIacNu, RfE) of R, such that R(O) = q for all those 
(y. = (n&, which belong to both of the following two cases: (1) Cis, ni < n and 
(2) (i E I; ni # 0} C F, and Rca) = R otherwise. More precisely, ifwe regard 
each power series a a sum of monomials, then B(q, n, F) consists ofthosefg R, , 
each of whose nonzero monomials a. tlza...it I$=,x{:i falls into at least one of the 
following three cases: (1) the degree & qj > n, (2) there xists at least one xij ,
1 < j < t, such that ij EI -F, and (3) arli,...i, E 4. 
It is easy to see that each B(q, n,F) is an ideal of R, which belongs to Q* and 
that the set W = {B(q, n, F); q E Q, n E N, F C I and F is finite} forms a basis of 
neighborhoods of 0 for a linear topology of R, . 
DEFINITION 5. Let R be a topological ring with a basis Q of neighborhoods 
of 0 consisting of ideals. The linear topology of R, induced by the basis W = 
{B(q, n, F}; q E Q, n E N, F C I and F is finite} ofneighborhoods of 0 is called 
the Q-natural topology. If Q = {m*; n EN) for some ideal m of R, then the 
related topology is called the m-natural topology. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a topological ring with a basis Q of neighborhoods f 0
consisting of ideals. Then the product opology of R1 is equivalent tothe Q-natural 
topology. 
PROPOSITION 6. The power series ring R, equipped with the (0)~natural 
topology is the completion f the polynomial ring R[x&,, = U,,, R[xiliPF , where 
F YWU through allfinite subsets of I. 
Let S be an overring of a topological ring R and let Q = (qe = qS; q E Q}, 
where Q is a basis of neighborhoods of0 consisting of ideals of R. Then the set 
W’ = {B(q”, n, F); q” E Qe, n EN, F C I and F is finite} isa basis of neighbor- 
hoods of 0 E S, inducing the Q-natural topology of S, . For each choice of q, n, 
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and F we put B(q, n,F) n R[x&~ = B and B(pe, n,F) n S[xiliEI = B’, then 
clearly B’ = Be = BS[x&,, . 
PROPOSITION 7. Let tti; = W n R[x&, and W’ = W’ n S[x&, , then 
w’ = {Be; B E TV}. 
Now we consider power series rings over linearly compact rings. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a linearly compact ring which is pure in an overring S. 
Then R[[xJis, is pure in S[[xJiol for every nonempty set I. 
Proof. Let Wand w’ be bases of neighborhoods of 0 which induce the (O)- 
natural topologies of R, and S, , respectively. Put W = W n R[x&,, and 
w’ = w’ n S[x&, , then W’ = {Be; B E m} by Proposition 7; moreover r 
and w’ induce Hausdorff topologies on R[x& and S[xilisl, respectively. 
According to Proposition 6, RI (resp. S,) equipped with the (0)-natural topology 
is the completion of the ring R[x& (resp. S[Xi]<EI), which is pure in S[x&, 
as R is pure in S [7, Theorem 11. Thus, in view of Theorem 5, it suffices to 
show that every finitely generated submodule of each R,-module Rlk, k > 0, 
is closed for the product topology of the (0)-natural topologies. Let Q be a basis 
of neighborhoods of 0 inducing the linear topology for which R is linearly 
compact, then R, = RN”’ is a linearly compact ring for the product topology; 
hence for the Q-natural topology by Proposition 5. Therefore, every finitely 
generated submodule of each R,-module R ,k, k > 0, is closed for the product 
topology of the Q-natural topologies by Example 2 of Section 1, hence, also for 
the product topology of the (0)-natural topologies. 
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